MLA 2023: Labor of Laughter: Working Conditions and Humor

Discussion published by Sam Chesters on Tuesday, March 15, 2022

Type: Conference

Date: March 10, 2022 to March 15, 2022

Location: California, United States

Subject Fields: American History / Studies, Cultural History / Studies, Film and Film History, Literature, Popular Culture Studies

The American Humor Studies Association is soliciting abstracts that address the following topic:

How do issues of class, race, ethnicity, nationality, and gender affect the production and consumption of American humor?

Please send 250-word abstracts and a brief bio by March 15th to Sam Chesters at samantha.chesters@gmail.com and Sabrina Fuchs-Abrams at sabrina.fuchsabrams@esc.edu.

Contact Info:

Sam Chesters (samantha.chesters@gmail.com) and Sabrina Fuchs-Abrams (Sabrina.FuchsAbrams@esc.edu)

Contact Email: samantha.chesters@gmail.com